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Plastic Trimmer Buckets For Reciprocating Screw Machines In Dairy Applications 
Increase the productivity and repeatability of your trimmer. Lighten it's load! Replace heavy stainless 
steel buckets with lighter, tougher urethane plastic buckets. 
 
Plastic Bucket Benefits 
 
They are significantly lighter 
The Plastic Gallon Bucket (Uniloy # 80122-835 / CM # 5475836) weighs .60 lb which is 1 lb / bucket 
less than a stainless steel heavy duty gallon bucket.  
 
The Plastic Half Gallon Bucket (Uniloy # 70219-335 / CM # 5475794) weighs .85 lb which is .5 lb / 
bucket less than a stainless steel heavy duty half gallon bucket. 
 
This weight reduction translates to: 

 Less trimmer wear, which increases components life. 
 Less chain stretching, which promotes more accurate indexing and less maintenance. 
 Approximately 40% less torque and horsepower is required to index the trimmer. 
 Modest energy savings (depending on your application, you can expect savings of up to $200 

per year). 
 
They are built to last 
Each plastic bucket:  

 is a single piece Urethane casting formulated for high abrasion and impact resistance. has a 
shape memory, so the angles on the bucket do not change when stressed.  

 is modeled after our heavy duty bucket which has support ribs and is sronger than our 
standard bucket. 

 
They are interchangeable  
You can add plastic buckets in any quantity desired because they are interchangeable with our other 
buckets for these dairy applications. 
 
For gallon buckets please order Uniloy # 80122-835 / CM # 5475836. 
For half gallon buckets please order Uniloy # 70219-335 / CM # 5475794. 
 
Take advantage of Uniloy Milacron's quantity discount program to upgrade your trimming operation:  
 
Installation  
Both plastic bucket models mount to their carriers with 2 bolts. If you have a 10026 trimmer with 
double bucket chains, your bucket carriers have 4 mounting holes, and new bucket carriers will be 
required.  
 
For gallon bucket carriers (8" centers) please order Uniloy # 846144 / CM # 5476050.  
For half gallon bucket carriers (6" centers) please order Uniloy # 846142 / CM # 5476048.  
 
 



 

The following chart shows the number of buckets which our more popular trimmers have:  
 

Trimmer 

Dairy Gallon
Application
(8" Centers)
# of Buckets 

Dairy Half Gallon 
Application 
(6" Centers) 
# of Buckets 

10026 27 36 

10040, 10041, 10042 36 48 

10039 and 10026 DL 30 40 

10041 Direct Load 42 56 
 
 
 

 
 


